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by Chuck Dauphin

TV series like Ameican ldol and The Voice have lifted the hopes of America that they

might be singing in the kitchen one year, then on top of the charts the next.

\Alhile those odds are still relatively small, artist / vocal coach Teri Danz offers some hope

to people just like that with this new book / CD.

Danz covers many topics here that many don't take into consideration when dreaming

about the bright lights and big paychecks. \A/hile posture and breathing, voice projection,

and ear training might not be given thifi minute time blocks on the season premiere of

ldol, they are very important to the development of the recording artist.

Also included are many tips on approaching the job of a recording artist as a professional.

Danz advises readers on such aspects as performing live, rehearsals, building a repertoire, as well as goal-setting, and

achieving.

The accompanying CD will prove to be beneficial to performers, as well. lt includes many of the warm-up exercises that

Danz and other artists use before taking to the stage or the studio - including each of the vocal concepts presented in the

book. ',

\Alhile the odds of becoming the next Underwood or Clarkson are still rather small, this book will demonstrate some of the

skills that you need to get and stay there!

For more information on Teri, log on to www.teridanz.com!
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